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AWA – State Standard Duration Event 3 July
2011 - Oakford
The first AWA State Event for 2011, hosted by SAM 270, attracted
a total of 11 pilots who were all keen to take home the State
Standard Duration Trophy. Competitors were greeted with a cold
but fine winters morning, with just a waft of a breeze and light cloud
cover. Considering the forecast was for easing showers and
moderate winds, this turned out to be a great day for flying.

Editors Rant..
Well, The competition season is well underway and it has
been fantastic to see the response we have had to our
SAM270 events. We have had an average of 8 competitors
at each event so far and the feeling around the club is very
positive. The increase in interest has spilled over to our
WAMAC run AWA events, with no less than 11 entries from
a cross section of clubs turning in some excellent
performances in trying conditions during Standard Duration.
The final SAM270 events for 2011 are Nostalgia and 1/2a
Electric Texaco and while it may be next to impossible to
stop Dicko being the inaugural winner of the Paul Baartz
shield, these two trial events will be added to the overall
points standing for the year so you better get ready!
Laying cable..
You may notice a slight electric bias has crept in to a
couple of the articles submitted this month. This is due in no
small part to the enthusiasm of our newest old geezer Peter
“Green Grass” Everitt (you will have t’ ask him why Green
Grass – but I think its got t’ do wi’ ‘is north coontry oop
bringin’, tha knows!) Peter’s desire to get us all pumping
amps as well as gas has infected The Geezer office and a
few surrounding SAM participants so expect a lot more over
the coming months. ‘Watt For’ has a solid treatise on
general safety around electric models which deserves to be
read and absorbed. Our Dalai-Lama has also contributed
some words on battery and engine performance which – in
his words – “some may find useful.” Part 2 of “The History
of WAMAC” airs this month and it’s a cracking good read.
So nice to know that the wheels set in motion 70+ years
ago are still turning. Condo and yours truly try our
respective hands at some literary tomfoolery and finally a
new “SAM Supporters” section detailing businesses and
suppliers who may prove useful to your modelling
endeavours.

Ready for battle – yes: it was cold!
The Standard Duration Event is open to model aircraft designed
before or during 1942 with a minimum wing area of 800 square
inches. Models use two stroke engines of 0.40 cubic inch capacity
or less, spinning an unmodified commercial 10”x6” propeller at less
than 12,500 rpm. Engine run is limited to 25 seconds as
competitors strive to achieve a maximum flight time of 5 minutes.

New lids for your grey bonce’s..
By the time this arrives in your inbox the new caps will have
arrived on a few bald pate’s around the flightline. These are
available in a one size fits all with either the WAMAC or
SAM270 logo embroidered on the front. Cost to
members:$15.00 ea with proceeds going back to the club.
See Dicko for your order – its first come first served so don’t
be afraid to disturb the moths in your wallet or you’ll miss
out!
..and the winner is
Only one guess as to the identity of Condo’s new Burford
model was received before the deadline passed. Dicko
correctly identified it as a “Spookem” and now owns another
sheet of SAM270 decals!

Paul has a snooze while waiting for Alan to bring the bomber up to
the flightline..
Most competitors relied on the tried and tested 85% Bomber or
Playboy Senior and all (except yours truly) used the old
OSMAXH40. Taching the engines was conducted prior to the first
round and spot checked during the day.

Troy “Zeek” Latto
SAM2704
Editor-that’s-large
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This was fortunate for Troy as the engine that was pulling 12,300
revs at the start of round 1 was found to be doing 12,750 by the end
of round 3. This was quickly rectified and he went on to max in round
4 and make the flyoff. Alan “Burkhalter” Trott had “one of those days”
when no matter what he did his engine would not keep running. He
was eventually restrained from setting his plane and equipment on
fire – although with some reluctance as we all agreed we could use
the extra warmth only a burning bomber can provide. Rod McDonald
managed to get his “Foote’s Westerner” performing nicely after a
couple of coughs and bangs and Richard Sutherland’s warped
Buccaneer continued to astound everyone with its ability to fly with a
tailplane that looks more like a prop!

E xecutive pages
th

Minutes of WAMAC general meeting held: 8 July
2011
Held at: 20 Granville Way, Willetton
Meeting started at: 8.04pm with president Ian Dixon in
the chair.
Members present: I.Dixon, T.Latto, P.Baartz,
K.Hooper, D.Hope, G.McClure, B.Slyns-Daniels
Apologies: H.VanLeeuwen, A.Trott, G.Cooke, R.Bovell,
R.Rowson
Visitors: nil
Correspondence inwards: Email regarding Ether from
Brett Slyns-daniels (not able to access.)
Correspondence outwards: Geezer to members and
other parties, email to Wanneroo club thanking them for
the use of their field for ’38 Antique, email to Alistair of
Mercurians asking about obtaining 20l ether, AWA
membership fees to AWA treasurer.
Treasurers report: Balance is $14,527.84, we have 16
members plus 5 associate members.

Gary and Ange keep a beady eye on the scores..

Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as
circulated to members in the Geezer.

Of the 11 flyers most made at least one maximum flight of 5 minutes,
with a total of 7 achieving the 3 maximums required to make the flyoff. Unfortunately Paul had to leave before the fly-off, which left 6
pilots taking to the skies to sort out the final placings.

Business arising: Email from B. Slyns-Daniels read by
president outlining inability to source supply of ether due
to work and personal commitments.President thanked
Bret for his efforts and stated he would continue to try to
source a bulk ether supply for WAMAC members.

Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Ray Sherburn
Rod McDonald
Rob Rowson
Troy Latto
Ian Dixon
Les Isitt
Paul Baartz
Richard Sutherland
Kevin Hooper
Rob Bovell
Alan Trott

Playboy
Westerner
85% Bomber
Playboy
85% Bomber
Playboy
Playboy
Buccaneer
Bomber
Playboy Cabin
85% Bomber

900 + 539
900 + 516
900 + 457
900 + 371
900 + 309
900 + 308
900
828
755
581
370

General Business: Ian has SAM 270 decal sheets for
sale at $8 each. Decals are laser printed and sealed with
urethane.
Ray Sherburn asked if State Duration could be shifted,
no suitable date could be found so event stays as
originally scheduled.
More carpet is available for Cardup field over the next
month.
Purchase of Club and SAM baseball type caps was
nd
discussed, moved D.Hope, 2 T.Latto and carried that
15 of each be ordered.
Competition results:
rd
State Champs Standard Duration held on 3 July at
Cardup.
1. Ray Sherburn,
2. Rod McDonald,
3. Rob Rowson,
4.T.Latto,
5. I.Dixon,
6. L.Isitt,
7. P.Baartz
8. R.Sutherland,
9. K.Hooper,
10.R.Bovell,
11.A.Trott

Rod “Big Mac” McDonald (2nd), Ray “Sheepy” Sherburn (1st) and Rob
“Rowdy” Rowson (3rd). Setting the standard in Standard Duration!
Overall a great turnout and a pleasant days flying was had by all.
Finally, a big thank you goes out to all the SAM 270 members and
visitors who came along to time flights and generally help out.
Rob Bovell.

Meeting Closed at: 8.26pm.
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Archives..Part2
Watt For?

In 1977 the members of M.G.M.A.C. decided to
adopt the name "W.A.Model Aero Club" as many of
it's members had moved away from the Midland area
and for sentimental reasons including that several of
the members had belonged to the original "Model
Aero Club of W.A." during the immediate post-war
years. The original club, during the pre-war years,
was primarily concerned with free-flight in its several
forms particularly rubber powered and gliders, both
towline and hand launch. In latter years of that period
some engine powered models were built and flown
by members.

Green Grass’s electric “Flamingo”

The Mercurians club continued on with these
activities during the decade of the 1950’s with some
members extending their interest to control line flying
which was becoming very popular with modellers at
that time. Mercurians were, for many years, the most
prominent club involved in control line activities and
flew regularly at McCallum Park, adjacent to the
western entry of the causeway. With the formation of
the M.G.M.A.C in the early 1960’s the emphasis of
the club once again reverted to free-flight however
some members were still very active in control line
activities with numerous victories in state
championship events being recorded.

Hi Guys, in this session I want to talk about SAFETY. You
have just got your model fitted out and you want to try it all
out. Until you are very familiar with a procedure TAKE THE
PROPELLER OFF! This stops the model shooting across
your bench and taking out one or two models on its way to
flattening itself against a wall.
There are ways to get round this: Most Electronic Speed
Controllers (ESCs) utilize a Battery Eliminator Circuit (BEC).
This means Your Rx is powered from the battery that powers
your motor. Some of these ESCs have a switch, some do not.
So with the ones that don’t have a switch, when you Plug in
the battery, everything is live.If this is unsatisfactory to you,
you can cut the red wire in the lead from the ESC to the RX
and fit a switch. A lot of Tx these days have a throttle cut
switch. On the Spektrum6iX it is a push button switch. I tried
this out and for a gas motor it works fine but for electric, when
you let go of the button, the motor starts again. I removed the
push button and replaced it with a toggle switch which was
mounted so it operated sideways. In the Live position, the
switch was over the name ‘throttle’ on the Tx and in the Cut
position was over the name ‘cut’. This makes it very safe as
in the Cut position, when you connect everything, the motor
cannot start. I must add you have to go into the 6iX program
to activate the THROTTLE CUT feature.

During the late 1970’s and early 1980’s the club held
very successful flying weekends at Goomalling,
usually over the October long weekend. Members
present at one particular weekend (probably 1981)
witnessed the first successful electric powered model
known to enthusiasts. The engine and battery was
extracted from a 12 volt electric drill and the model
flew in a reasonable fashion, more likely due to the
unrefined nature of the radio control equipment than
any other cause. In 1980 there was eight events
conducted for free-flight over the long weekend and
only two events for radio control these being ‘Power
Duration’ and Glider. At this time the WAMAC was
holding flying days, on about a monthly basis, for
free-flight in the main, at Northam and Grass Valley
which is east of Northam.

Another safety Must is always turn the Tx on first with throttle
at low when starting. Always turn the Tx off Last when you
have landed, turn the switch off on the model (if fitted) and/or
disconnect the Battery.
Another must is Fail safe. Most Rx are now fitted with this
feature. Always set this up for throttle in the low position: that
way, if you lose Tx signal, the motor will switch off. A friend of
mine was checking his model on the bench when he put the
Tx down and turned it off. The model was front on to him and
when the motor opened up at full throttle he instinctively put
his hand out to stop it and consequently suffered lacerated
fingers. He could have let it go and have it hit him in the chest
and, apart from chest damage, the chopping up of a brand
new shirt his wife had just bought him was the worst of three
evils. The point is if fail safe had been set it would not have
happened. Also he should have turned off the model first and
disconnected the battery.

Third and final instalment next month..

In passing, a lot of beginners are starting in electrics and
want to be taught how to fly with their electric plane. It would
be interesting to know how many instructors are fully
conversant with SAFETY for Electric planes as they do have
to teach safety with the handling of all models.
Fly quiet & safe!
Peter “Green Grass” Everitt

Not an image from WAMAC history – but appropriate none
the less. Imagine wearing a suit and tie to go flying?
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The Deconstruction page..
More electric mayhem this month with ol’ Green Grass showing off his new “Blitzkrieg” for electric.

Front RHS Quarter..

Fuselage RHS

With MVVS engine installed..

Completed Front view..nice covering job!
Flight Report – Blitzkrieg for EP
Well Guys - it fly's! I was a bit apprehensive at first but once
it was lined up for take off the nerves of steel kicked in (who
am I kidding). I opened the throttle and away it went - hard
left! The experience with the Record hound paid off: full
throttle, up elevator, a bit of right and it was climbing nicely.
The climb was not that steep and I found that when it went
into the glide it needed quite a bit of up trim,(wing + 3Deg tail
+1). When I did my second burn the climb was perfect. . I had
no problems with the shallow dihedral; control was good on
both power and glide. Landing was a doddle. Any comments
will be welcome.

Completed Side view – Pete uses park flyer servo’s in each
Fin to drive the rudders..
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Specifications:
Weight 96 oz, span 94” area 1480.5, motor MVVS 5,6 Red
Liner,13 x 10 prop, 53 amps, 523W 3 cell 5000 lipo only 20 C.
According to the rules I can use a 5880 lipo 3 Cell or a 4112 4
Cell. see Atta for specs.

Li-Po Suction!!

As I use Deans plugs for current supply to the ESC it
is necessary to use li-po packs supplied with a
balancing lead, this is common practice by most
manufacturers these days, and to make sure that you
use the correct connector to the balancer otherwise
the balancer will not achieve the desired result.

With Dr P Baartz (M.U.D)

(With apologies to cosmetic surgeons.)
I cannot and do not claim to be an expert on batteries of
any sort but I have not been able to resist the temptation
(i.e. sucked in) to play around with Lithium Polymer
batteries as along with most modellers I am fascinated
with the prospect of electric flight especially when it
realistically challenges fuel powered craft in terms of
performance. Lithium Polymer batteries (Li-Po’s) offer
this possibility because of their great power or
performance to weight ratio in comparison to other
batteries.

Ballooning of packs is a phenomenon of which I
became aware the hard way, once again no warnings
were given or if they were I managed to avoid
reading them. It is very obvious when it occurs as the
pack becomes swollen, in one case one of my packs
was more than twice it’s original size. Once a pack
has ballooned it deteriorates at a rapid rate and
seems to get quite hot when charging or discharging
and this may be a source of some of the disasters,
which are allegedly associated with the use of li-po
batteries. It is inadvisable to use a pack with any
more than micro amounts of ballooning. Ballooning
occurs usually when packs are stored fully charged
and seems to happen more frequently in warmer
weather. Hence rule number three is do not store lipo batteries carrying more then half of the maximum
charge, this is not easy to judge so I store mine in
between flights in the near full discharge condition
achieved in flight of the model. This treatment has
prevented any further ballooning of packs and as far
as I can tell has caused no harm.

Because of my amateur status I am offering observations
based on my experience rather than definitive data,
however I hope that this information will be helpful
especially to those who are considering the use of Li-Po
batteries for the first time.
One hears stories of disasters and calamities ranging
from small-scale explosions to houses being razed to the
ground as a result of Li-Po batteries exploding or
catching fire or some other catastrophe. I have yet to
have any excitement of this nature when charging or
using Li-Po’s and neither have the three flying mates who
also use them. No doubt some calamities have occurred,
probably very few I suspect and would bet a heap that
the charger being used was not designed for Li-Po’s.

The pack is charged as close as possible to the flight
time, six hours or less before use, is advised by one
supplier. As it is often easier and more practical I
usually charge my packs in the evening prior to flying
days and since doing this have not had any problem
with ballooning. Despite their fragile appearance
these packs are quite resilient to physical punishment
such as crash landings but after any dramatic
incident it is good practice to examine the pack
thoroughly for any breach of the integrity of the
pack’s skin or associated wiring and if any is present
I would dispose of the pack in a responsible manner.

For charging my li-po’s I use two types (both of course
designed for li-po’s) depending on my situation at the
time. The main charger I use is a quality one which cost
about $80 but only operates on 12 volts whereas the
other one is a cheaper variety costing about $15, similar
chargers are supplied with small helicopters, but has the
advantage of operating on both 12 and 240 volts which
makes it easier to supervise the charging process as
advised by manufacturers, while watching TV or
whatever. Both seem to achieve the aim of peak charging
the battery; the only downside of the cheaper charger is
that it will only charge 2 or 3 cell batteries.

To summarise here are my rules:
No.1 When charging use a purpose made charger
and supervise the process.
No.2 Avoid completely discharging the battery.
No.3 Use a balancer to improve performance and
probably prolong battery life.
No.4 Never store a battery with more than half
charge for longer than 12 hours.
No.5 Remember that the pack is tough, but not
bullet proof and treat it kindly.

When I first used li-po batteries I managed to destroy two
packs by discharging them too far, all my own work as I
used a speed controller (ESC) set up for ni-cads.Might
add that no mention of the risk in discharging the battery
too far was made in any literature supplied with the
batteries. Hence rule number two, number one being to
only use the correct type of charger, ensure that your
ESC is set correctly for li-po’s and as an extra precaution
I avoid flying until the BEC cuts in if at all possible.You
can usually detect that performance is dropping a bit as
these batteries get low on charge and I cease flying
about this point.

As I stated I do not claim any originality of these rules
but have found them to be great from a safety point
of view and at the same time have enhanced
performance and probably prolonged the life of the
batteries. I have been using li-po’s for a few years
now and am still impressed with the performance
compared to weight and I am sure that with proper
care and common sense the current packs will
continue to perform superbly for a long time yet.

Balancing the packs seems like a good idea and I
purchased a balancer, if I did it all again I would buy a
charger with in-built balancer, which I use immediately
before charging a pack. It may be imagination but I am
sure that performance of all packs has improved since I
have been using this technique.
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Condo’s Corner

Marlowe and the Radio Runaround

Besides being a consummate aeromodeller and
competition pacesetter, The Geezers favourite SAM1788
member, Peter “Condo” Smith, is also a poet of no small
talent7

(With apologies to Raymond Chandler)
I was workin’ the downtown beat when a call came in from the
chief "Marlowe - I got a priority case - a 642 - and I want you on
it." I thought for a moment: "642?" I says "Lost radio? That’s a
rookies job chief! Why don't ya get one of those wet behind the
ears puppy dogs that wear poor fitting uniforms and carry
clipboards to do the leg work?" "Stow it!" says the chief "I want
you on the case Marlowe. It comes all the way from the DA down!
That radio belongs to Big Mac and he wants it back! Pronto!" Big
Mac!! I nearly fell off my cracked faux leather department issue
swivel! Big Mac -the local SAM strongman - Dorothy Buckley's
protector - this was serious! "I get it chief - got any leads?" The
chief let out a strangled cry "No!! - get out there and interview
everyone. Find out all his movements on Sunday the 17th: where
he went, what he did, who he was with. Prod them with sharp
sticks or attach electrodes to their private parts - I don't care what
you do! Just find that damn radio!" He hung up the phone like a
butcher pounds a steak - heavy and hard. I reached in to the
bottom drawer of the department issue steel desk for some
inspiration. I poured myself a stiff four fingers of bourbon and lit up
a lucky while I contemplated the lost radio. A flyblown girlie
calendar on the far wall rustled as the department issue electric
fan pushed fetid air about the squad room like a dray horse
passing wind. I squinted at the tatty picture: Miss January had lost
her innocence to a cockroach - probably not for the first time.

GO.
The little coxes run in the pits singing
their beautiful song,
That is until the CD says, Go!
Thermals are every where as the birds
soar around,
But they disappear as soon as the CD
says, GO!
Texaco Motors run for hours in the pits
on no fuel,
But as soon as the pilot says GO!
they splutter and stop.

Then the phone rang again. I blew a smoke ring at Miss January
and dropped the butt in a coffee mug that was a gift from my exwife. The remaining liquid hissed loudly before expiring in foul
smelling steam – just like she used to. I pick up the blower and
the guy on the other end leaps outta the blocks like a 3 year old in
its first race. "Marlowe! Its me - Dicko". Ah Dicko - known
associate of Big Mac and dealer in antiquities, What's his angle?
"What's the matter Dicko? You sound scared! Your 1COW run
over something again?" Dicko was in no mood for beating round
the bush - or any other kind of shrubbery for that matter. "Listen,"
he breathed "I might have what Big Mac wants! He left it in the
1COW while my associate was doin' a deal in the back on some
rolls of film." I paused and allowed the warmth of the sudden
break in the case to wash over me like a golden shower. I decided
to play it straight - but I wasn't gonna let Dicko off the hook so
easy. "A likely story but it don't add up. Big Mac didn't get to be
Big Mac by being stupid. You cooked up this line to stop Big Mac
from handing you your ass!" "NO NO!! That ain't it! He left it in the
back of the van! I swear I'm telling you the truth. You gotta help
me Marlowe! You know what Big Mac would do if he found out!
Please - you gotta help me!" I let Dicko stew for a few seconds
"Alright - calm down Dicko. Everything's gonna be alright. I'll put
the word out on the street that Big Mac's radio was found and
arrange a pickup. He don't gotta know it was his lost marbles that
caused him to lose the radio. Lets face it - the man's big but he
ain’t infallible. Leave me a number where I can call ya". I scribbled
down the number and hung up.

The old antique motors are great,
in the pits they start first flick and run on
song,
but as soon as the CD says GO!
they splutter and stop.
Now Go is only a little word but big
trouble it has caused,
We could fix all our modeling woes if
only we didn’t say, GO!!.
Condo 2011

That’s the way it goes - some days you get an open and shut
case that goes on forever and leaves you in tears, others just
resolve themselves without lifting a finger. I poured another drink
and looked past miss January and out the dirt streaked window at
the brick wall 3 feet away. That’s my life: Booze, broads and brick
walls.
I killed the shot, lit another lucky and leant back in the creaky old
swivel to reflect on the case. I wonder why the old buzzard left his
radio in the back of Dicko's van? Maybe he was losin' it at last but I had learned the hard way that you underestimate Big Mac
at your peril...

Troy Latto

Condo ready to GO!
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Office Wallahs..

Contest Calendar for 2011
Date
Event
Type
March 27
1/2A Texaco SAM
May 22
Burford
SAM
May 29
Texaco
SAM
June 5
Open Duration SAM
June19th
38Antique
SAM
July 3rd
Std Duration AWA
July 17th
Std Duration SAM
July 31st
Burford
AWA
Aug14th
Open Duration AWA
Aug 28th
Tomboy Rally
SAM
Sept 25th
38 Antique
AWA
Texaco
AWA
Oct 9th
1/2A Texaco
AWA
Oct 23rd
th
Nov 6
Nostalgia
Trial
Nov 20th electric O/T event Trial

Location
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup
Wanneroo
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup
Wanneroo
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup
Cardup

President : Ian Dixon

Start time
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am

Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au
Contest Co-ordinator : Rob Bovell
Email: rhbovell@bigpond.com

Note: The Nostalgia and electric O/T events marked
in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2011 run by SAM270.
Events marked in RED are AWA State events run by
WAMAC. All other events are club events run by
SAM270

______________________________________________
Club Meetings

Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way,
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a
sense of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided.
Stronger Beveridge’s are at your own expense and
will be gratefully consumed when you’re not looking.

____________________________________________________

2011 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield”
Progressive Scores
Current as of June 31, 2011
SAM27017
I Dixon
16
SAM27024
R Sutherland
9
SAM2703
R Rowson
7
SAM2701
Paul Baartz
6
SAM2704
T Latto
6
SAM27021
K Hooper
6
SAM2706
R Mc Donald
5
SAM27013
A Trott
4
SAM27023
G McLure
3
SAM27019
R Bovell
2
SAM27012
G Dickens
1
SAM27022
L Isitt
1
SAM27026
R Sherburn
1
SAM2702
P Spencer
SAM2705
D Hope
SAM2707
D Bentley
SAM2708
D Gibbs
SAM2709
G Sayers
SAM27010
G Eyre’s
SAM27011
R Hoogenkamp
SAM27014
H VanLeeuwen
SAM27015
G Cook
SAM27016
J Voak
SAM27018
R Rumble
SAM27020
C Behr
___________________________________________________

______________________________________________
Club PlanZ Library

The club has a growing library of old timer and
nostalgia plans for your delectation. The catalogue is
available from Ian Dixon. The simple rule of the plans
library is: If you borrow it, copy it and bring back the
original! If you have a plan that you would like to
donate to the library, see Ian and he will snatch it
from your trembling hand!
_____________________________________________

Random Picture Page..
Sheep Dog training the “Big Mac” way..

“Paul Baartz Shield” criterium
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2011
flying season. Participation is open to all AWA
affiliated pilots but trophies and points will only be
awarded
to
SAM270
members.
SAM270
membership is automatically awarded to new and rejoining WAMAC members and numbers will be
allocated on a sequential basis. Once you are
allocated a SAM number, its yours for life and it will
not be re-allocated. An entry fee for each event will
be charged to cover costs of trophies and engraving.
Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 points;
Second place 3 points; Third place 2 points; One
point is awarded for flying in the event.

Start the noisy birdy – go on! Go on! Start the noisy
birdy! I dare you! I double dare you to start the noisy
birdy! If you do I’ll chase it and chase it and chase it
until I get soooooo tired I fall asleep under the car7
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SAM Supporters
A pleasant experience.
It is not often you hear of pleasant experiences these days
but I will share one I had recently. In my engine collection I
had a couple of well used and worn out Taipan plain
bearing 2.5cc diesel motors. The type you would just love
to have, if they had enough compression to run, mounted
in the front of a Burford model.
Kevin Hooper told me about Adelaide Aeromotive, a
company who advertised on the web a reconditioning
service for Gordon Burford motors. After contacting them
via email I had a reply from the owner /operator Mr David
Burke who was more than happy to have a look at motors
and see what he could do for me.

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors

I mailed my two motors as well as a third part motor that
consisted of only the bottom end, ie. Crank case, shaft, and
conrod, to see if anything could be done with it.Two weeks
later three reconditioned motors came back in great shape
ready for action, so if any of you have a worn out Taipan
diesel don’t banish it to the back of the cupboard as it could
probably be rejuvenated ready for more years of use.

Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

David was very prompt with the service, and at all times
gave me quotes for work that needed to be done, as a
result there are now three more burford motors back in
service for half the price of one motor purchased on e-bay.

Model Draughting Services
Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage,
Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight
kits, plans and accessories.
Dave Brown
2 Cary Ave
Wallerwang, 2845, NSW
Ph: 02 6355 7298
Email: daveb@ix.net.au

Ian Dixon
(See ad opposite for contact details – ed)

Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits.
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radiocontrolled
2301 Sonata Drive
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670
Phone: (916) 635-4588
KlarichKits@gmail.com
Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing!

We make thousands of excellent parts for collectors and model engine enthusiasts
all over the world. If you are in need of an authentic, well-made reproduction part
for any model engine, you have found the BEST and LARGEST source for
professionally produced antique model engine parts anywhere.
Email: info@woodysengines.com

or Phone (269) 665-9693
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